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Europe: War and Change 133

Reading a Political Cartoon
>> Defining the Skill
Political cartoons—also known as editorial cartoons—express an opinion about
a serious subject. A political cartoonist uses symbols, familiar objects, and peo-
ple to make his or her point quickly and visually. Sometimes the caption and
words in the cartoon help to clarify the meaning. Although a cartoonist may
use humor to make a point, political cartoons are not always funny.

>> Applying the Skill
This political cartoon was created in the period between
World War I and World War II. However, Europeans were
already concerned about developments in Germany.

How to Read a Political Cartoon
Strategy 1 Read the cartoon’s title and any other words. For
example, some cartoons have labels, captions, and thought bal-
loons. Then study the cartoon as a whole.

Strategy 2 If the cartoon has people in it, are they famous?
Sometimes the cartoonist wants to comment on a famous person,
such as a world leader. Look for symbols or details in the cartoon.
For example, in this cartoon a German soldier is climbing out of
the Versailles Treaty. Think about the relationships between the
words and the images.

Strategy 3 Summarize the cartoonist’s message. What is the
cartoonist’s point of view about the subject? What does this car-
toonist think was the cause of Hitler’s rise to power?

Make a Chart
A chart can help you
to analyze the infor-
mation in a political
cartoon. Once you
understand the car-
toon’s elements, you
can summarize its
meaning. Use a chart
such as this one to
help you organize
the information.

>> Practicing the Skill
Study the political cartoon in Chapter 5, Section 2, on page 128. Make a
chart similar to the one above in which you list the important parts of the
cartoon and write a summary of the cartoon’s message.

Important Words Hitler Party; Versailles Treaty

Important German soldier with “Hitler Party” on his helmet crawling out 

Symbols/Images of the Versailles Treaty that officially ended World War I.

Summary The terms of the Versailles Treaty led to the rise of Hitler’s

party in Germany; Hitler’s party, symbolized by a soldier, is

war-like and threatens Europe.
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